
No matter the size of your organization, Atlas has 
the most complete solution available in the industry. 
We deliver leading ergonomic services, software, and 
training that are simple, efficient, and cost-effective. 
Best of all, we provide local support for over 10,000 
cities and towns nationwide in a uniquely simple way.

We Start With Software
AtlasOffice™ is our simple, web-based office 
ergonomics solution that’s customized to fit the unique 
needs of your organization. AtlasOffice™ gathers risk 
data from your employees and delivers general and 
personalized web-based self-improvement education. 
Plus, AtlasOffice™ facilities telephonic or onsite 
assessments if needed, and manages and measures the 
performance of your office ergonomic program.

We Develop Design Standards
Atlas can work with you to develop office furniture 
design standards and standard product lists to select 
from when making product recommendations. The 
standards ensure the products you use meet ergonomic 
design standards, are consistent so employees feel they 
are all being treated equally, and offer the potential for 
better pricing based on volume discounts

We Provide Onsite and Remote 
Support
As a company, Atlas believes people in real pain need 
real people.  Atlas software and services facilitates 
human interaction for higher risk situations. 
We can come to you. Our nationwide network of 
ergonomics specialists can meet with your employee to 

confirm their risk factors, develop a recommendation 
plan, implement immediate solutions if possible, and 
train your employee on equipment use and how to avoid 
an injury. For employees in hard-to-reach areas, Atlas 
provides web-based telephone support. Through the 
media upload capability within AtlasOffice™, our trained 
experts to can review employee-supplied pictures and 
video to provide the most accurate recommendations 
and support possible.

We Provide Full-Service Support
If you don’t have time to manage all of the elements an 
effective ergonomic assessment requires, Atlas offers 
a full-service support option. We communicate with 
individuals on the steps required to initiate an 
ergonomic assessment, and we follow up with 
each individual to ensure the ergonomics plan has 
eliminated discomfort or related workstation issues. 
Plus, we provide final reports to the people who need 
them. We help ensure the success of your ergonomics 
program when you don’t have the time to do so.

We Offer Affordable Solutions
AtlasOffice™ comes with all the office ergonomic 
options you need at a fraction of what you’d pay for 
similar programs. In fact, if you’re a large organization 
exclusively using Atlas for telephonic and onsite 
assessments, AtlasOffice™ can even be free. 

Exceptional Ergonomics Training 
If you want your own staff to be self-sufficient, we can 
provide the needed training including: 

• Managing an Ergonomics Process

• Ergonomics Subject Matter Experts or Team Training

• Ergonomics Awareness for Supervisors and Managers 

Need a simple and effective plan to address your office ergonomic risks? Give us a call or send us an 
email. We offer customized, cost-efficient office ergonomics plans built to fit and deliver results.  
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